Reagan tells nation he "regrets" selling arms to Iranians

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan told the nation Tuesday that he now regrets his failed risk in selling arms to Iran but, despite the continuing furor, "will not sit idly by." He added, "But we did not achieve what we wished, and serious mistakes were made in trying to do so." Reagan said his administration had made progress on many fronts but "I have one major regret."

He took a risk with regard to our action in Iran. It did not work and for that I assume full responsibility," Reagan said. While mentioning mistakes, Reagan did not say he, specifically, was guilty of any. Unlike his earlier statements on the hostage issue, Reagan in a single sentence-linked the effort to open contacts with Iran with trying to win the release of hostages. The administration insisted previously that release of hostages was merely a byproduct of establishing a relationship with "moderate" elements in Iran.

Dom relocation proposal discussed by HPC

By REGIS COCCIA
Assistant News Editor

A proposal for the relocation of the residents of Howard, Holy Cross and Carroll halls was discussed at Tuesday night's "Get Presidents' Council meeting."

"The idea is to plan now and get some input before the administration makes their decision," said Student Senator Brian Holst, who collaborated on the proposed program with Holy Cross President John Powers and Carroll President Tim Salmon.

"The proposal is going to be effective in three years, but of course we don't know how it's going to work," Holst said. According to Holst, the proposal is far more favorable means of relocating displaced residents without adversely affecting the rights of those who are to remain open.

Holst said the proposal recommends that no freshmen be admitted to either Carroll or Holy Cross Hall in the last year of its existence as an undergraduate residence.

"We've got a limited number of spaces and the housing office has already got names for them," said Carroll Hall President Tim Salmon. "We're just trying now to determine how many spaces we've got because we've got guys coming back from overseas so we're trying to get that coordinated," Salmon said.

The relocation program proposes that "members of a displaced hall should hold a 'dorm pick' within their hall in the same fashion as they would conduct regular 'room picks.'"

Lee's Grill
correction

Because of an editing error, an article about a Jan. 16 raid of Lee's Rib's was reprinted in the place of a story on a Jan. 25 raid. The information regarding the more recent raid is contained in today's inside column and a brief on page 5.
In Brief

Three arrests were made Sunday during the second raid in two weeks of Lee's Grill and Bar-B-Q. Arrested for disorderly conduct and resisting law enforcement was Timothy A. Kerper, 21, of N. Notre Dame Ave. Arrested for false informing and being a minor in a tavern was Julie A. Whiteman, 19, of LeMans Hall. Saint Mary's Maria A. Vitke, 19, of Glenview, Ill., was arrested for being a minor in a tavern. All three were taken to St. Joseph County jail and booked Sunday morning. -The Observer

A crew from "60 Minutes," CBS-TV's newsmagazine program, is filming a profile of Father Edward Malloy, president-elect of the University. Moloney, a co-host on the program since 1971, will interview Father Malloy. No broadcast date has been set. -The Observer

The Freshman Advisory Council will hold an open meeting tonight at 7 in room 124 Hayes-Healy. All interested members are invited to attend. -The Observer
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Lightning strikes twice when it comes to Lee's raids

A Dyers for Saturday night's events at Lee's Grill and Bar-B-Q declared that "Lightning never strikes in the same place twice." Lightning's been coming in for ever since.

Law officers rained upon the bar like bolts from above Sunday morning, making three arrests and leaving 10 cited students in their wake.

It was the second time in two weeks that the bar had been raided by officers from South Bend, Indiana State, and Indiana State Excise police forces, according to Lt. Richard Kilgore. Kilgore said it is the arresting officer's prerogative to decide whether a patron should be arrested or cited. Kilgore added that patrons who try to escape while a bar is being raided can be charged with resisting law enforcement.

The events over the last two weeks demonstrate that the police are cracking down harder on the underage drinking package: fake IDs, enterprising taverns and escaping from raids. They're trying to indicate that lighting sometimes strikes twice.

Of Interest

AIESEC, the International business organization, is sponsoring a general meeting for all prospective members tonight at 7 in room 220 Hayes-Healy. Members and prospective members are invited to attend. -The Observer
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The Notre Dame Debate Team won four individual speaker awards at the Michigan Interscholastic Speech League Championships last weekend. The first four individual speaker awards were given to Notre Dame students Mike Monberg, Paul Biebski, Rob Hennig and John Failor, respectively. The team of Monberg and Hennig took third place with a 3-4 record and the team of Failor and Biebski placed third with a 3-4 record. -The Observer

The Dismas Recruitment Lunch, to introduce the Notre Dame community to the Dismas House program, will be offered Thursday from 11:30-1:00 p.m. at the Center for Social Concerns. Application deadline is February 27. Pick up application at lunch Thursday 12:00 noon at Center for Social Concerns. Undergraduate, graduate, and law students invited. Room and Board is $225.00 per month. Beautiful home downtown South Bend. Experience a warm caring community for the purpose of helping former prisoners adjust. Applications available from Kathy Royer at Center for Social Concerns, 239-7862.
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Former owner of Nickie’s tavern forfeited $1,000 in bond money

BY MARIYLN BENCHIK
Assistant Saint Mary’s Editor

Nick Bilello, former owner of Nickie’s tavern, forfeited $1,000 in bond money last week to the city of South Bend.

Bilello failed “to repair the code violations which were placed on the building,” said Larry Clifford, code enforcement hearing officer.

“Bilello was in on a demolition order and said he would like to have the demolition order set aside. He wanted the opportunity to fix the repairs,” said Clifford.

In order to convert the demolition order to a repair order, Clifford asked Bilello to post a bond. “He promised to perform as promised, and if he failed to perform, the bond would then be forfeited.”

Clifford said the bond was posted at 10 percent of the total estimated damage cost. “The damages were set at $10,000, so the bond equalled $1,000.”

Clifford said he issued an order form on Oct. 13, “categorically setting out five (types of) items that had to be repaired by Nov. 28.”

The five categories took all of the code violations and broke them down into specific code violations on the premises, according to Clifford. The violations ranged from holes in the roof to electrical and plumbing problems, said Clifford.

“He (Bilello) only met two of those items.”

“I ruled there had not been substantial compliance to make repairs,” said Clifford.

John Gourley, Bilello’s attorney, felt “the city of South Bend should have been a little more lenient and understanding.”

“We feel the fact that we posted the cash bond showed our good faith,” Gourley said.

Gourley said Bilello had trouble getting a certain roofing contractor because “the contractor had other jobs lined up, and we don’t think the city gave us enough time to make the repairs.”

“Our position was there are many buildings that are worse off than the building Mr. Bilello owns,” he said.

Gourley said he thinks the city is “trying to get rid of the tavern by using selective enforcement. They seemed hell-bent on getting rid of it.”

The property and the liquor license have been for sale for over a year. Gourley said the building and the license are being sold separately.

The tavern closed in July 1985. “Mr. Bilello was disgusted with the way the bar had been run in his absence. The manager had allowed entrance to minors, and the bar was raided in Bilello’s absence,” Gourley said.

Remembering the challenge

Some 10,000 students, teachers and parents from 67 public schools located nearby the Kennedy Space Center take part in a flag raising program to honor the crew of Challenger.
Weekend closing time altered at Theodore's

By GREG LUCAS
Staff Reporter

The Office of Student Activi- ties has ordered Theodore's to close at 2 a.m. instead of 3 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays because of damage to the LaFortune Center, according to Vince Willis, club manager.

"There is some damage being done in the building and it's being blamed on the people in Theodore's," said Willis.

Ceil Paulasi, assistant direc- tor of Student Activities, declined to comment on the na- ture of the damage and on the order to close Theodore's an hour earlier.

According to Willis, there has been no damage to Theodore's since the Penn State game in November. "Nothing has been done in Theodore's since that first time," Willis said.

In the building there are other problems that I have been told are occurring between two and three a.m.," said Wil- lis, who was unable to describe the exact damage to the LaFor- tune center.

Willis did not feel that closing Theodore's one hour earlier would significantly reduce the potential of damage being done to LaFortune. "The crowd be- tween two and three usually has been there and leaves at three. Most people do not come between two and three," said Willis.

"If you close at two, it's like taking away one-third of the most valuable ridership for the Buzz Bus," said Willis. "Not only do I think (the order's) not necessary, I think it's detrimental," Willis added.

There should be a place on campus to socialize after partie- tals," said Willis.

"I can see why the adminis- tration is concerned with main- taining the building, but I think there are better solutions than closing an hour early," Willis said.

Willis was optimistic that an alternative agreement could be reached. "I do think that if we come up with an ap- propriate plan, the administra- tion will be receptive," said Willis.

Correction
Information about the Net- work of United Sisters' meeting was incorrect in Monday's Minority Aware- ness Week story. Rosemary Phelps of the University Counseling Center will be a guest at the meeting.
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HPC continued from page 1

make a minimum of 7 percent of its total capacity available to students displaced from other dorms.

"We don't want to send too many people to a dorm, unless the dorm wants that," said Holst. "If, say, 100 guys from Holy Cross wanted to move into Carroll, they would probably take over, it wouldn't be Car- roll Hall anymore," he said.

"It's inevitable that some- one's going to get (the short end of the bargain)," said Salmon. In other business, the Council discussed the Buzz Bus and drinking alcohol. "The HPC Alcohol Committee met twice and came up with two recommendations," said Stan- ford Hall President Jim Wimbiscus.

"First of all, we're thinking about a taxi service, where someone at a bar or a party gets drunk and then takes a taxi to the dorm. The RA on duty would have money, that person would either pay then or at a later time," Wimbiscus said.

"We're going to push the Buzz Bus again," Wimbiscus said. "On campus we're going to try to have a free coupon with a schedule on the back, that way, everyone would have a chance to ride it," he said.

According to Wimbiscus, the Buzz Bus will run on Thursday's as soon as a driver for that night is found. HPC Co-Chairman Joanie Cahill said ridership for the Buzz Bus is approximately 100 students per night.

Senior Month is coming!

Any Senior interested in planning Senior Month (as a Committee Member or a Chairperson), Please Call:
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Leah 283-3917
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Rebels hold out inside TV station; Aquino: Attempted coup crushed

Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines-Mutinous soldiers held out inside a walled television station today, long after President Corazon Aquino announced that the loyal military had crushed an attempted coup.

Gen. Fidel Ramos, commander of the armed forces, gave those inside the building—about 160 troopers, 50 civilian supporters of ex-President Ferdinand Marcos and a few policemen—a deadline to surrender but then withdrew it. Ramos went to the besieged station at 3 a.m. today and spoke for about 45 minutes with the rebel leader, air force Col. Osca Canlas.

Canlas told reporters Ramos ordered the rebels to leave the station by 6 a.m. (5 p.m. Tuesday EST), but he said he asked Ramos to extend the deadline until after the 6 a.m. (5 p.m. Tuesday) deadline. Ramos then left the area but said, "This cannot go on indefinitely." He gave no indication that a move against the mutineers was imminent.

Maj. Gen. Salvador Mison, deputy chief of staff, said a general and 17 other officers were behind the revolt and five had been arrested, but would not name them. Officials said about 500 soldiers took part in the rebellion.

Marcos' supporters clashed with security forces outside the station and police said at least 34 people were injured, six of them seriously.

Mrs. Aquino said earlier that "intensive military operations" might be needed to oust the rebels, and promised that they would be dealt with severely.

The coup attempt was the most serious effort by disaffected soldiers to take power since Marcos fled the country 11 months ago and Mrs. Aquino became president following a contested election.

The rebel soldiers and civilians seized the complex housing Channel 7 and radio station DZBB in part of a pre-dawn coup attempt Tuesday that included attacks on five military garrisons in which one rebel was killed and 16 were wounded.

Defense Minister Rafael Ileto said 271 conspirators had been arrested and at least 70 remained at large.

Ramos said the mutineers were Marcos supporters who wanted to destabilize the country before Monday's nationwide vote on Mrs. Aquino's proposed constitution, which guarantees her a six-year term.

About 300 Marcos supporters gathered on EDSA boulevard late Tuesday near the broadcast center, where they built bonfires, hurled stones at police and shouted, "We want Marcos, we want Marcos."

A Marcos loyalist waves a victory sign to rebel troops occupying television station channel 7 in Manila. Some 70 military mutineers took over the station in a pre-dawn raid. Story as left.
Viewpoint

Divestment would show commitment to blacks

"We are now faced with the fact that tomorrow is today. We are confronted with the fierce urgency of now. In this unfolding concordium of life and history there is such a thing as being too late. Procrastination is still the third of time. We must move past indecision to ac-
tion. Now let us begin. Now let us reded-
icate ourselves to the long and bitter, but beautiful - struggle for a new world. This is the day of the children of God, and our brothers and sisters wait eagerly for our response. Shall we say the odds are too great? Shall we tell them the struggle is too hard? Or will there be another message, of longing, of hope, of solidarity with their yearn-
ings, of commitment to their cause, whatever the cost? The choice is ours, and though we may prefer it other-
wise we must choose in this crucial mo-
tum of human history." Martin Luther King

Marty Rodgers

"How can we expect them to be committed to blacks in another country when they are not even committed to blacks currently at-
tending our own institution?"

The event: "The National Conference of Catholic Bishops urged Roman Cath-
olic dioceses and institutions to strip themselves of their holdings in compan-
ies operating in South Africa or per-
suade those companies through stock-
holder resolutions to withdraw business from that country." The Times article con-
tinues stating that "the recom-
meded programs of the National Con-
cference of Catholic Bishops have called for divestment. Notre Dame has not
viewed as true "brothers and sisters" and consequently they "eagerly await a response" it shall not be forthcoming for there exists no "solidarity" with them. They are not worth the "cost."

"This crucial moment in human history" Notre Dame with its faulted Christianity and white purity has cho-

Accidents caused by a lack of responsibility

Dear Editor:

After reading Kevin Trustrner's and Sean O'Brien's letter of January 16th, I have suggestions for the two.

First, they should read up on the laws of the state of Indiana, which prohibit drinking for anyone under the age of twenty-one.

Second, they should check the U.S. Constitution, especially the Ninth Amend-
ment regarding unreasonable searches and seizures.

Third, they should look up the defini-
tion of the word "responsibility." This school's administration always says that they did not kill Michael Cogswell. An allegedly intoxicated student killed Michael Cogswell. One of the aims of the Uni-

Quote of the day

"Men desire to be in control because they are afraid that control by others will be used unjustly to their detriment."

Bertrand Russell

"Living Philosophies"
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The war of sexes is over!

ND's 'fat chicks' and 'insecure boys' find peace

The girl took a deep breath, hitched up her voluminous, lace-like skirt, and stood up. She clutched her Calculus book to her chest for courage as she began the journey to end her craving for something sweet...something smooth...ice cream.

From long experience, she knew today was mini chocolate chip night. She crept around the milk machine, fervently hoping no one would notice her.

But it was too late--there they were. "The Notre Dame Men. Laughing. Uproariously." "Fat chick, fat chick," they chanted.

So, you ask, what is it really like to be a woman at Notre Dame? Amazingly, completely erroneous stereotypes are rampant.

Is it a life of pure bliss--thousands of men lined up to date the few eligible girls? Or is it a life of pure hell--sexism, chiềuism, and nastiness constantly directed toward the innocent, outnumbered female intellects?

Oddly enough, when one investigates the stereotype situation on an individual level, it ceases to exist. Yes, my friends, CEASE TO EXIST.

The women do not seriously feel the supposed tension vibes a girl can supposedly sense, and the men say of course they don't really mean the stereotypes they throw about so casually.

Now get this straight--we refer to the massive, male/female tensions at Notre Dame that have been the object of probing psychological studies for years are no longer a valid point. The greater number of female slots will hopefully lessen the female disadvantage, and the accompanying male inferiority complex.

Women's support groups have been started to cope with the "special problem of being a woman at Notre Dame," but haven't actually died from lack of interest.

Is that to say there are no problems? There are always insulted individuals rampaging about, but the majority of the student population enjoys a peaceful coexistence with the opposite sex (under the constant supervision).

We have our fun mocking each other because we're not allowed to do much else. But at least we can hate Notre Dame for feeling our sense of keen will and stimulating conversation.

... meanwhile, Howard braces for a sex change

Gina Camarena
features writer

Conversion of Howard Hall into a women's dorm will begin the day after commencement, according to Physical Plant Director Don Dedrick. "The process is a very simple one," said Dedrick, since both men's and women's dorms are easily interchangeable. Basically, the only renovation will be done within the tawatories, and is scheduled to be completed before the start of the Special Olympics this summer.

Residents of Howard continue to feel "angry," "upset," and "disappointed" in the way the administration conducted the affair. The issue now concerning the residents is how they will stay together next year.

Hall President Jim Bradford said "they (the administration) did not give us much of an option to stay together." Howard residents were only guaranteed that groups of six men could be placed in the same dorm, but not necessarily room together. As a result, he said, "residents plan to move off-campus next year--many to Campus View."

However, Bradford also stated that the situation could prove to be a positive one, because now residents "realize how much they really like Howard Hall."

Bradford believes that the delayed notice of the conversion of Howard was a "political move to stop any demonstrations or protests." "During finals week the residents were too busy to do anything about the notice," said Bradford.

Other Howard residents express mixed emotions about the conversion. Although resident Doug McLaughlin plans to "stay on campus" next year he has not decided where he would like to live. McLaughlin also felt that "everyone now realizes how much Howard really means."

Resident Matt Kelly said his "anger has changed to frustration." Kelly said, "I realize the opposition is useless, but there are many things that can't be accounted for." Kelly is disappointed in the administration for not "presenting their reasons more clearly."

Although freshman Bruce Haikola has not lived in Howard long enough "to feel close to the others," he is still upset about the conversion. Haikola also said that meeting new people next year will be a challenge.

Resident John Piesyk is disappointed in the administration and is upset about the Howard change. "(Howard) is an intimate community--everyone is concerned about everyone," said Piesyk. He also thought it was a "rude" gesture for girls to examine the dorm the same day the residents received their eviction notices.

The conversion of Howard and the building of two new women's dorms is part of the attempt to equal the male/female ratio at Notre Dame. The two new dorms will be constructed between the Memorial Library and Pasquerilla East and West.

Many Howard residents have suggested that the new dorms be expanded to accommodate the number of females that will be living in Howard. However, "the buildings are filling capacity and the cost effective is too great," according to Dedrick.
**Sports Briefs**

ND running backs coach Mike Stock has taken a job as the special teams coach for the Cincinnati Bengals, it was announced yesterday. The 27-year-old Stock just finished his fourth season of a second tour of duty on the ND coaching staff, working under Irish coaches Ara Parseghian, Gerry Faust, and Lou Holtz. The Observer

The SMC basketball team lost to Goshen College, 76-59, last night at the Goshen, Ind. The Besiers were led by high-scorer Tammy Radke's 17 points. The Observer

**Classifieds**

**NOTICES**

**WANTED**

**REWARD**

**LOST/FOUND**

**PERSONALS**

The Observer Office Page, located on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center, accepts classified advertising from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Observer maintains its offices on the third floor of the Center. All advertisements run Monday through Friday. Deadline for daily classifieds is 3 p.m. All classifieds are preprinted, except those in person or by mail. The charge is 10 cents per five characters per day.

**Wrestlers tune up for big weekend by facing undefeated Boilermakers**

By STEVE MEGARGEE

Sports Writer

If the Notre Dame wrestling team was hoping to face the toughest competition possible in preparation for this weekend's National Catholic Tournament, the Irish are definitely getting their wish.

Just four days after losing to perennial national power Nebraska, the Irish will face an undefeated Purdue squad tonight at 7 p.m. in West Lafayette, Ind.

"We're the surprise team of the Midwest," said Irish coach Fran McCann of the Boilermakers. "They're definitely in the top twenty; I believe they've beaten nationally-ranked Michigan and Michigan State, probably almost in the top ten. It's been a long-time since we've been in that top ten."

Although Purdue has not traditionally had a strong wrestling program, overall team balance has led the Boilermakers to a start.

"They're sold down and up the lineup, and they're very physical," McCann said.

"When I was coaching at Iowa, I was impressed with just about every trip out on the court, so the Flyers of Dayton and first-year head coach Sue Ramsey will face a stiff challenge for season Monday when she suffered a knee injury in practice.

"We're in as good shape as we've been in this year, and Purdue will be ready to wrestle."
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Voce’s recent emergence lifts Irish

By MIKE SZYMANSKI
Sports Writer

For the first time in his career, junior forward Gary Voce put two great performances together back-to-back for Notre Dame, leading the Irish to a win over Dayton last night. Head Coach Digger Phelps, along with the student body, has recognized that Voce has arrived.

“We said in the preseason that the most important player coming back was Gary Voce,” said Phelps. “Gary was the guy that had to step in. He had to do some things in the rebounding situations.

“He is a senior and has transitioned (Assistant Coach) John Shumate in more ways than the other players, which has made Gary a better player on the boards as well as at playing post defense (and) getting the confidence to score more points.”

Voce again was in double figures for rebounds last night, grabbing three offensive and nine defensive boards. In addition, he went six-for-six from the field with two free throws, along with two clutch steals.

According to Phelps, the key for the Irish was to get the big man involved in the game. And Voce along with Donald Royal and John Shumate together back-to-back for Notre Dame, leading the offense, Voce worked inside not only to clear the boards, but also to get important second shots and three-point opportunities to keep the offense rolling.

Even when he made defensive mistakes, such as fouling Dayton’s Troy McCracken into a three-point play, Voce did not lose concentration. And as a result, Notre Dame would remain in the lead throughout the second half with the help of Royal, Mark Stevenson, and Hicks.

“I am not going to take shots that are not there,” said Voce. “But if the ball comes to me on a reversal then I will shoot it. I think I can get more points on offensive rebounds now.

“I don’t think (my teammates) were hesitant (about passing to me) before, it was just my aggressiveness going after it, posting up and receiving the ball.

“As far as points, rebounds and total concentration, I thought I was aware of a lot that was going on. I can see a lot more of what happens, and I have been trying to take charge and talk a little more.”

Dayton

continued from page 12

who dumped in 17 points on the night. Notre Dame hit on 18-of-39 from the line for the game. "Dayton is a very tough team and those kids play hard all the time," Phelps said. "Defensively, I thought we played pretty solid and we rebounded well when we had to.

The Irish played man-to-man defense the entire game, mixing in some full-court pressure for rebounds last night, grabbing three offensive and nine defensive boards. In addition, he went six-for-six from the field with two free throws, along with two clutch steals.

While Notre Dame has had trouble putting teams away, Voce took up the offensive and defensive charge at several key situations in the second half. Voce initiated the first run when he put in a David Rivers’ airball underneath and then made a steal upcourt.

At this point, the student body began chanting “Voce” for the first of several times in the game.

According to Phelps, the key for the Irish was to get the big man involved in the game. And Voce along with Donald Royal heeded the call.

While Rivers was on the bench and Scott Hicks was leading the offense, Voce worked inside not only to clear the boards, but also to get important second shots and three-point opportunities to keep the offense rolling.

Even when he made defensive mistakes, such as fouling Dayton’s Troy McCracken into a three-point play, Voce did not lose concentration. And as a result, Notre Dame would remain in the lead throughout the second half with the help of Royal, Mark Stevenson, and Hicks.

“I am not going to take shots that are not there,” said Voce. “But if the ball comes to me on a reversal then I will shoot it. I think I can get more points on offensive rebounds now.

“I don’t think (my teammates) were hesitant (about passing to me) before, it was just my aggressiveness going after it, posting up and receiving the ball.

“As far as points, rebounds and total concentration, I thought I was aware of a lot that was going on. I can see a lot more of what happens, and I have been trying to take charge and talk a little more.”

Is there Life after ND?

-Beyond the parties
-Beyond the football games
-Beyond the books

What awaits an ND grad in the real world?

Find out from those who know. Come discuss “Life after Notre Dame” with Alumni Association members.

When? Tonight 7:00-9:00 pm
Where? Theodore’s
LaFortune Student Center
Pizza and Soft Drinks will be served
**The Daily Crossword**

#### Across
1. Turk, official
2. Aplaca
3. Loller
4. Green Mountain name
5. Smile
6. Recess
7. Pope stick
8. Tragedy
9. Veldt
10. Overrun
11. Set
12. Plunder
13. Etruscan
14. Strength head
15. Smite
16. Recess
17. Pogo stick
18. Tragedy
19. Sofa
20. Gulf of Mexico
21. Purposes
22. Sch. course
23. Sabotage in an area
24. Mystery writing award
25. Hut
26. Panama port
27. Sojourner
28. Dolphins'
29. Mango
30. Different
31. Western Hemisphere
32. Mystery
33. Thin
34. Miseducated
35. False god
36. Generalist at Antardam
37. Levin role
38. Fellow
39. Integral
40. Mystical
41. Heron’s river
42. Spheres
43. Much like
44. Mastic
45. Little chip
46. Genoese
47. Healed
48. Full of mud
49. Pride head
50. Playful
51. Items
52. Dolphins'
53. Estimation
54. Oozed in a way
55. Mashed for one
56. Dusty
57. Sordid
58. God of love
59. God of love
60. Different
61. Ullmann of movies
62. River to the Ontico
63. Cabal
64. Adams of song
65. Fruit
66. Reasonable
67. Invitation
68. As an example
69. Mystery
down
1. Wing
2. Spotted
3. Veiled
carnivore
4. Dinosaur
5. Set in bridge
6. Plunder
7. Door
8. (makes do)
9. Sojourn
10. Trance
11. Hut
12. Panama port
13. Sojourner
14. U.S. painter
15. Western Hemisphere
16. Mystery writing award
17. Thin
18. British
19. Fellow
20. Superficial
21. Roman road
22. Messages
23. Swabbed
24. Mystery

#### Dinner Menus

**Notre Dame**
- Baked Ham
- Spirals w/ Italian Meat Sauce
- Seafood Newburg over Linguine

**Saint Mary’s**
- Morrocan Lemon Chicken
- Shrimp Fried Rice
- Fettucine Carbonara
- Deli Bar

---

**The Observer**

The Independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s 3rd Floor

LaFortune Student Center

---

**SAB presents:**

**Second City Touring Company**

Thursday, Feb. 5th
7, 9:30 pm  Tix $4
Sold at Washington Hall Feb. 3, 4 from 7-9pm

---

**SAB presents:**

**Tommy**

Tonight and Thursday
7,9,11 $1
EG Auditorium

Absolutely no food or drink allowed.
Irish survive UD rally, hang on for 66-55 win

By MARTY STRASEN
Assistant Sports Editor

There were times when one had to wonder whether Notre Dame had learned its lesson. After blowing an 11-point lead at UCLA this past Saturday in a 63-59 loss to the Bruins, the Irish looked to be toying with fire again last night, but held on with some clutch free-throw shooting to pull out a 66-55 victory over Dayton at the ACC.

Notre Dame built an 11-point lead on four occasions in the second half, largely behind the strong inside play of 6-8 senior Donald Royal (17 points) and 6-9 junior Gary Voce (16 points, 12 rebounds), but the Flyers refused to yield and rallied to within two points, 57-55, with 4:05 to go.

“Thought we got careless at times and that’s why I took David (Rivers) out,” said Irish head coach Digger Phelps. Phelps benched his star point guard for almost six minutes in the second half, leaving the backcourt duties to senior Scott Hicks. Rivers finished the game with only eight points, seven below his season average of 15.3.

“I just thought he was trying to do too many things by himself, and we’ve got to space him out for the rest of this week,” said Phelps. “We just can’t afford to be careless against good people.”

The Irish then took control of the game with nine straight free throws to seal the win, four by sophomore Mark Stevenson.

see DAYTON, page 10

Complaint about refs are becoming official bore

It’s official. The celebrated Notre Dame-UCLA rivalry is getting ugly. And another similar situation could arise in Sunday’s North Carolina game, just as the referees have not been satisfactory in the eyes of some coaches and a few players.

Can’t these officials please anyone?

Notre Dame head coach Digger Phelps saw his team lose a large lead in a small amount of time and cried foul. Pushing foul, slapping foul, and blocking—not charging—foul.

In fact, Phelps said the referees in last Saturday’s game against UCLA were so pitiful they may have cost his noble warriors the ball game. He said they were the worst officials the Irish had ever endured in 16 years at Pauley Pavilion. Pretty serious stuff.

Not everyone agreed with Phelps, however. Most notable was Jerome Richardson, who posted the idea that UCLA received any favors from the officials. He went so far as to say that he was bumped a few times without going to the line, but that he didn’t complain. He and his teammates also suffered through poor officiating when the two teams hooked up in the ACC last year, and they didn’t complain. Not like big bad Digger. What a poor loser that Phelps is.

Rick Riethrock
Irish Items

What Richardson seems to forget, or chooses not to remember, is that his own coach, Walt Haz- dak, did indeed complain about the officiating after last season’s game. And compared to Hazard’s claims of a year ago, Phelps’ protests never approached that magnitude.

Ending a rivalry as rich as Notre Dame-UCLA seems to be a ridiculous way to voice displeasure with officiating. Clarence Kay caught that pass in the Super Bowl but the referee’s incorrect call somehow managed to slip through the grasp of the vaunted instant replay. But I never heard Den- ver, or the AFC, threatening to stop playing Super Bowls. Bobby Knight shows his anger by throwing chairs, managers kick dirt at the umpires, and John McElooe loses his temper.

Digger Phelps decided to show his in the post-game press conference. Officiating is a nearly impossible job that will always turn Jekylls into Hydes. But the com-